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Faculty Senate To Face
Constitutional QuestionJ
Robert Burn son

The ducks end two-yur-old Neshone Ro11e Semuel11on, deughter of UnlvBrlllty of N•w M11xico
freshmen Jeremy Sllmue/11on, IIHm unewere of HCh othBr'll PTBIIence •• thBy pley Mondey the
DuckPond.
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Governor Signs Student Center Bill
SANTA FE, (UPI) - Gov.
Bruce. King signed eight. separate
b11ls -tvf onda)' that'" provide "more
than. Ul million in severance tax
bonds for construction projects at
five universities in the state.
Additionally, the governor
signed another bill providing SS
million in severance tax bonds for
science and engineering equipment
at four-year institutions of higher
education.
He also signed a bill appropriating SIS million from the
General Fund for public school
building projects.
l{ing signed a total of 41 bills
Monday in a rush to meet the noon
Wednesday deadline for acting on
proposals sent to him by the
Legislature, which ended its 30-day
session Feb. 18.
All eight of the university
construction bills become effective
May 19. They are:
- HB93: $6.4 million for a new
student center for the University of
New Mexico's Albuquerque
campus.
- HB2S: $3.6 million for constructing a new music building on
the Las Cruces campus of New
Mexico State University. The bill
originally appropriated SS.2 million
for the music building and
renovation to the drama building.
Funding for and references to the
drama building were removed from

the measure in the House
Appropriations and Finance
Committee.
- SB4: $1.125 million for a
vocational addition at the Grants
branch of NMSU.
- HB44: $2.25 million for a new
instructional center at the Roswell
campus of Eastern New Mexico
University. The bill requires that
additional funding, equal to onethird the severance tax bond
money, must come from non-state
sources.
- HB49: $1.6 million to convert
the communications building on the
Portales campus of ENMU to a
student services building.
- HB104: $1.6 million for a new
student activities center and to
equip the town hall at ENMU;s
Clovis branch.
- HB190: $2.3 million for a new
$1.4 million student services
building at New Mexico Highlands
University. Of the remaining
money, $300,000 is for renovation
of NMHU's Burris 'Hall and
$600,000 is for renovation of
Hewett Hall.
- HB199: $2.6 million for a new
vocatiollal-tecbnical building on the
Western New Mexico University
campus in Silver City.
The $S million in severance tax
bonds for engineering and science
equipment is distributed on a

formula basis to these schools: 40
percent to both UNM
NMSU;
... percent-- to tiotH NMHU. and
ENMU; and 2 percent to WNMU.
The SJ S million for public school
building construction is to be used
for projects approved by the Public
School Capital Outlay Council.

and

Scientists Question 'Jupiter Effect'
Len Olson

Will a catastrophic earthquake
level Los Angeles on Wednesday?
The lineup of the planets at their
closest confisuratiori will occur
Wednesday, when they are within a
95-degree arc in the sky as seen
from the sun.
In their 1974 book, The Jupiter
Effect, John R. Gribben and
Stephen R. Plageman made the
prediction that the unusual lineup
of the planets, which happens once
every 179 years, will trigger the
great quake in California through
several causal steps.
Gribben and Plagelllan theorized
that this lineup will cause increased
tidal effects on the sun, promoting
increased solar activity.
"1982 is the year that the Los
Angeles area, the San Andreas
Fault, will be subjected to the most
massive earthquake known in the

Call-In Campaign Targets Representatives
Cathy Renfro

Three members of the New
Me)(ico delegation ill Washington,
D.C. will be the target for national
call-in day Wednesday.
ASUNM Lobby Committt!e
Chairman Michael Gallegos said
the call-in is an opportunity for
UNM students to tell U.s.
representives how they feel about
cuts in student loan programs.
If passed, R~agan's loan cuts
include increasing the interest rate
to 1 percertt and changing the
originating fee to t 0 percent of the
loan amount.

Two tables will be on the ·first
floor of the Student Union Building
where students can call the
Albuquerque offices of Rep.
Manuel Lujan and Sen, Pete
Domenici, Gallegos said.
He said the nation-Wide call•in Is
aimed only at U.S. representatives.
However, Domenici is included
i11 the New Mexico campaign·
because of his position as chairman
of the U.s. Senate budget committee, Gallegos said.
Students from Rep. Joe Skeen's
eottgrcssional district can call
Lujan's Albuquerque offke, he
said.
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Faculty members have three
options concerning the general
faculty meeting specially called for
today to work out differences in a
requested r.hange in the faculty
constitution,
Faculty
Senator
James Thorson said.
- They can decide to put to the
vote an amendment proposed by
the UNM Regents which some
instructors feel will erode their
authority in academic matters such
as setting curriculum and degree
requirements and approving degree
candidates.
.~ They can instead put to vote a
one-word revision of the section of
their constitution dealing with
academic authority which strikes
the word "final'' from the phrase
"the University Faculty shall have
the right of review and final action."
- Or they can stay away from the 3
p.m. meeting in the Kiva,
preventing the quorum necessary
for any action to be taken on the
constitution, thus delaying indefinitely the faculty's mailedballot vote on the change.
Thorson, an English instructor,
said ~lt)lo~gg he kno.ws of no
·organized•bo}'cott of the meeting,
some faculty members were trying
to find a way which would change
their constitution i'the least."
Board of Regents President
Henry Jaramillo asked the faculty

to · consider the constitutional
revision so it would agree with the
New Mexico constitution which
gives final authority in all university
matters to the Regents, Thorson
said.
However, the general faculty was
dissatisfied with the wording of the
amendment Jaramillo suggested
and commissioned a committee to
revise it.
At last month's general faculty
meeting, the committee's revision
was overwhelming rejected in an
informal vote, with faculty
members instead favoring the oneword deletion.
Today, faculty members are to
decide which version to put up for a
mailed-ballot faculty vote this
spring.
However, if less than the 100
faculty members attend and a head
count is demanded, the meeting
would lack the quorum necessary
for discussing constitutional
revisions and no action could be
taken.
In that case, UNM President
Willian E. "Bud" Davis would
have to call another general faculty
meeting for discussion of the
revision, University Secretary Anne
Brown said.
Jaramillo,· who was scheduled to
speak at the Faculty Senate meeting
which immediately follows the
general faculty meeting, has
canceled his speech due to the death
ofhis father, Brown said.

A third table will be set up by the
Graduate Student Association for a
letter-writing campaign where
students can sign letters to be sent
to reprcselltitives.
"New Mexico students are 12
percent more dependent. on
financial aid than the national
average, u Gallegos said.
He said he feels New Mexico's
U.S. representatives and senators
have not been responsive to the
state's situatio.n.
However, he said, "I feel our
New Me)(ico · legislature has not
only beel1 sensitive but has been
responsive to our (UNM's) needs.''

populated regions of the earth this
century," they said.
Michael Zeilik; professor of
physics and astronomy, said the
event can hardly be considered a
true lineup.
He said the lineup of the planets
will not be as straight as the cover
of Gribben and Plageman's book
suggests.
He predicts that the only
catastrophe which might occur is
the campus observatory might
collapse if too many students show
up to view the phenomenon,
although everyone is welcome.
Zeilik said he has been getting at
least one call per day about the
lineup, and he expects this to in•
crease as the day approaches.
"I think the question to ask
ourselves here is why this has
caught the public's attention?
That's pretty obvious. Here is a
prediction of a catastrophe that

relates to a planetary alignment.
.. It just, I think, promotes a
distinctive reaction in most
people ... a combination of fear
and excitement that something like
this might happen,'' Zeilik said.
But most people don't understand the chain of argument
behind it or that one of the authors
retracted the basic conclusions of
the theory, he said.
"They don't make the prediction
that the earthquake will take place
on the 10th, only that the lineup
will be the closest on that date,"
Zeilik said.
In order for this earthquake to be
related to the lineup of the planets
~· unusual because atl the planets
will be on the same side of the sun
...... a long involved chain of events
must occur. Zeilik said the Whole
theory will fall apart ifthere are any
weak spots in the chain, and there
continued on pege 5

Tax Forms Available in Library
It's tax time again and forms corporate mcome tax forms and
are available in the business personal income tax forms for
library for those who have not all other states, which are for illyet filed their returns. ·
library use only. These forms
may
be photocopied at the
As a service to the University,
library
but stUdents must bring
the William J. Parish Memotial
change.
Library has a supply of New
The library, located on the
Mexico State Income Tax forms,
first
floor of the Anderson
federal 1040 and 1040A tax
School
of Management, is open
return forms and instructions
Mottday
to Thursday 8 a.m. to
for completing them available to
midnight,
Friday 8 a.rn. to 9
students.
p.m. and Sunday 10 a.m. to
The library also has state midnight.
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Renovation of UNM's Oldest Building Planned for Spring

by United Press International
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Williams Rules Out Resigning, Not Re-election
WASHINGTON
Sen.
Harrison Williams entered the third
day of his Senate expulsion trial
Monday, saying )le "can't conceive" of resigning and refusing to
nile out running for a fifth term.
The 62-year-old New Jersey
Democrat told reporters before the
session, "I'm not counting on this
being my last week" in the Senate.
Williams is battling to retain his
Senate seat in the face .of an Ethics
Committee recommendation that
he be expelled following his conviction on bribery and conspiracy
charges in the Abscam scandal.
He pleaded his case all day
Thursday and resumed his defense

Monday for at least two or three
more days of debate that apparently is boring some senators ~
all are requested by the leadership
to remain on the floor througltout
the proceedings ~ and making
others uncomfortable.
Williams, former chairman of
the Senate Labor Committee, has
made many close friends in his four
terms in. what is called the "world's
most exclusive club"~ the Senate.
In a news conference before
Monday's session, he was asked if
he might resign rather than face
certain expulsion.
"I just can't conceive of it
coming to that point ifi succeed in

making the Senate know what was
on my mind," he said.

substitute resolution calling for
Williams' censure instead of exAsked if he will seek re-election, pulsion, urging that "political
he said; "1 haven't considered that. capital punishment" be stayed until
The political situation will have to Williams' court appeals are
be considered but it isn't right exhausted.
now.''
Expulsion requires a two-thirds
Following Williams' defense, vote, while censure requires only a
Ethics Committee leaders Malcolm majority.
Wallop, R-Wyo., and Howeli
Williams hopes to prove to his 99
Heflin, D-Ala., were to have time
colleagues that his conviction and
for rebuttal and to restate their case three-year prison sentence was the
that his conduct was "ethicaliy result of illegal entrapment by the
repugnant" to Senate standards ~ FBI.
which, they argue, are higher than
the courts'.
Williams showed reporters charts
A8sistaot Democratic leader Alan displaying transcripts of conCranston plans to introduce a versations in which FBI operatives

Accounts of Houston Fire Conflict
HOUSTON ~ Conflicting while until we know what caused
eyewitness accounts and an the fire but we should know the
unexplained 28-minute reporting time it started within a few days."
Investigators were examining
delay are troubling investigators
looking for the cause of a smoky evidence collected from the
weekend hotel fire that killed I 0 Westchase Hilton Hotel, where a
people, officials said Monday.
fire early Saturday killed 10 people
''We arc getting a lot of con· and injured 30 more. Officials said
flicting statements from wit- they have not ruler out arson but it
nesses," said Houston Fire Chief appeared the blaze ignite~. from a
V.E. Rogers. "It will be quite a carelessly disposed cigarette.

r

FUTURE COLLEGE
GRADUATES
The Department of the Navy is now accepting applications for entry-level management positions. Qualified
individiuals will be guaranteed appointment to a paid
16-week training program and assignment to management duties in operations, personnel, finane, logistics
and communications. Starting salary 520000 after training with guaranteed raise to 531 ,500 in four years.
Requirements for application include BS/BA degree
(any major), 19-31 years old, U.S. citizen, willing to
relocate and qualification test.
Contact:
DEPT. OF THE NAVY
First National Bank Bldg.
5301 Central, N.E., Suite 1013
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108
(505) 766-3895 (collect)

THE ONE REALITY
1 was dead in my sins and the world was rapidly
closing in on me. The darkness was gaining more of
a foothold in my being day by day. This was my
reality and 1 saw that the outcome would surely be
deatll.

Then, by the mercy ofGod, I had an experience that
changed me forever. I was transferred out of the
kingdom of darkness into the kingdoni' of light by
taking the Lord Jesus as my life and being baptized
into His Name. It became clear that my former
years had been spent in unreality. God's Kingdom
dawned in my being as the One Reality ofall. This
Reality is none other than Jesus Christ living in
me. My human spirit has been regenerated with
the Spirit of the Living God. All that God is and all
that He has accomplished now resides in my spirit.
This does not mean I am perfected, far from it. But I
have a great hope in my being and I give myselfto
cooperate with this high pUrpose daily that I might
become a living expression ofthis One Reality.
Wayne Shelton

You are invited to enjoy a vital Life Study
with Christians on Campus Wednesday at
12:00 noon, SUB room 250-A.

A hotel clerk told investigators he
repeatedly turned off the fire
alarm, located on the switchboard,
because he said the buzzer ''annoyed" him. But Fire Marshal
Eddie Corral said clerk James
Harvey said h~ called the fire
department and reported the fire
immediately.
Several guests in the 317-room,
15-month-old hotel said they
smelled smoke at 2 a.m. The fire
department said it first received a
call at 2:28 a.m. and officials want
to know why the call took so long if
the fire staricd at 2 a.m.
The alarm system in the building
was programmed to sound a buzzer
on the floors surrounding the floor
of the fire. However, by turning off
the alarm, the building's ventilation
system continued to work, pushing
smoke and soot through the rooms.
The building was not equipped
with a sprinkler system, although
several guests said battery-operated
smoke detectors sounded in their
rooms.
The city's building code requires
buildings built afterJan. I, 1982, to
be equipped with sprinklers. The
Westchase Hilton opened its doors
in December 1980. ·
Rogers said the ihvestigation,
which includes sorting through 35
containers of physical evidence
gathered from the room, may result
in a misdemeanor charge being filed
against the llotel for failing to
properly train its employees. The
maximum fine facing the hotel is
$200, Corral said.
kogets Said some of the 10
people who died could have inhaled
poisonous fumes from burning
furniture. All of the deaths,
however, have beer.. ruled due to
smoke and carbon monoxide
inhalation.

discussed how to forge a letter over
the senator's signature and whether
they could influence him by
pushing alcohol or marijuana on
him.

I'
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The transcripts show that wheo it
was pointed out Williams was a
recovered alcoholic, one FBI man
suggested, "Maybe we should give
ltim marijuana to pep him up."
Williams said that conversation
showed a plot to drug him into
committing illegal acts.
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Williams could be the first
senator expelled since the Civil War
and the only member ever ousted
for a lesser sin than treason or
disloyalty.
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More Tests To Determine
Cause of Belushi' s Death
LOS ANGELES ~ More tests
were conducted Monday to try
to determine what killed
comedian John Belushi as the
county medical examiner ~ the
famous "coroner to the stars''
~ remained unusually silent in
the midst of the mystery.
Operating under an ofricii!l
gag order because of "sensationalized"
remarks and
"editorializing" following the
deaths of William Holden and
Natalie
Wood,
Medical
Examiner Dr. Thomas Noguchi
refused to comment on Belushi's
death,
Noguchi, whose office was the
model for the television show
"Quincy," issued a terse
statement following the autopsy
Saturday, saying only that no
cause of death had been
determined and further tests
would be required.
The second round of tests for
toxic substances and evidence of
disease on samples of tissue
taken from the body began
shortly after the autopsy
Saturday
and
continued
Monday, the coroner's office
said. ·
Belushi, 33-year-old star of
"Saturday Night Live" and such
movies as "Animal House'' and
"The Blues Brothers," was
found dead Friday, his unclothed body curled up on a bed
in a $200-a-day HollyWood hotel
bungalow.
Police said there was no
evidence of violence and that
Belushi had apparently died of

natural
causes.
Early
speculation from people who
had seen the body, including a
hotel employee who helped try
to revive the actor, was that he
appeared to have choked on his
tongue or had a h~art attack.
Various sources reported that
an unnamed deputy coroner had
said the autopsy would have
shown if Belushi had died of a
lleart attack or choked to death,
but two pathologists at local
hospitals said it would be
possible for both those causes to
go undetected in the general
autopsy.
Arrangements for Belushi's
burial were still not complete.
Police still refused to disclose
the name of the woman who was
questioned after she drove to the
hotel in Belushi's rented
Mercedes and who had signed
for a continental breakfast
Belushi ordered from room
service about two hours before
his death.
The woman told police she
woke Belushi about 8 a.m.
Friday, gave him a glass of water
after noticing he seemed
congested and left in the rented
car. By the time she returned,
the bungalow was awash with
police and reporters and Belushi
lay dead.
The lack of comment from the
coroner's office stemmed from a
January order from the County
Board of Supervisors issued to
Noguchi after his comments
following the deaths of Holden
and Wood.

General Widens Guatemalan Election Lead
GUATEMALA CITY- Former
defense minister Gen. Anibal
Guevara widened his lead Monday
in Guatemala's presidential elections that drew charges of fraud
from other candidates and led two
opposition officials to quit the
election commission.
"We could not support this
farce, this game, against the dignity
and goodwill of the duatemalan
people," said Rudy Fuentes,
assistant chief of the far-right
National Liberation Movement in
anrtoimcing his withdrawal from
the Election Council.
"We had hoped for a process
that would be pure, democratic and
clean, but disgrace!ully it was not
so/' lle said.
Guevara, candidate of a threeparty ruling coalition including the
RcvolutiOJiary ?arty of outgoing
president den. komeo Lucas
Garcia, has made. no publlc
statement nor claimed victory in
Sunday's election.
Incomplete and unofficial

I:

returns from 471 out of 3039 boxes
gave Guevara the lead with 123 ,640
votes. Mario Sandoval of the
National Liberation Movement,
known as MLN, was second With
95,729.
Alejandro Maldonado Aguirre, a
moderate running under the banner
of the Christian bemocrats and the
National Renovation Party, ran
third with 83,6jO votes, and
Gustavo Anzueto Vielmann of the
pro-business National Authentic
Central Party trailed with 33,321
votes.
There were 2.3 million ellgible
voters and officials said more than
half apparently voted, a high
percentage for Guatemala,
Sandoval told a news conference
the elections were "fraudulent"
and said the official !)arty was
"manipulating" the vote in favor
of Guevara.
The M LN offered little proof to
back up its complaints.
A National Renovation Party
official said Maldonado Agllirre.•s

coalition, the United Opposition,
also quit the electoral commission
at the same time the MLN pulled
out.
Maldonado denounced the
government communication
monopoly duatel for hampering
communication with the provihces
during nightlong ballot counting,
"We are not calling it fraud,"
Maldonado said. "It's lack of
communications with bad intent."
But Maldonado's chief ally,
Christian . Democratic Secretary
General Vinicio Cerazo Arvalo
said, "We believe it is a
manipulation, ln the places where
they could not commit fraud, we
had IOpercehtmorevotes."
He apparently was referring to
the capital, where Maldonado was
building a big lead,
·
U,S.officials kept a close eye on
the balloting because they felt a
clean election would pave the way
for increased economic and military
aid to help Guatemala fight a
growing leftist guerrilla movement.

The University of New Mexico's
oldest building, Hodgin Hall, is
scheduled for renovation sometime
this spring.
The building, named for a.
former UNM professor, had been
slated for demolition until a
committee appro[\ched the Regents
four years ago and requested it be
saved because of its historical
~
importance.
"When the Rodey Theater was
torn down in 1971, it seemed apparent they would tear down
Hodgin," Gwinn "Bub" Henry,
Alumni director and member of the
committee that approached the
Regents, said. "We wanted to
prevent that beca.use Hodgin Hall is
a symbol ofUNM."
.In fact, Hodgin Hall was the
entire University from June 1892
until Hadley Hall was built seven
years later. For the first 50 years of
the school's existence, the hall was
the heart of the campus.
"Everything was in that

building," s;tid Joe Burwin~Ie, the
architect for the project and a
UNM alumnus. "The classrooms
were there as well as the president's
office, And the top floor was the
dormitory, divided in half for the
girls and the boys."
When the hall was originally
built, it W<IS a red brick structure,
topped by a steep, shingled roof.
But in 1908, the Regents decided.
the walls of the building were
unable to support the roof.
At the urging of William George
Tight, the University's third
president, the roof of the hall was
removed and its facade was redone
in the pueblo style that characterizes UNM now.
The intervening years saw a few
more alterations to the hall but
these were made haphazardly.
"They were just trying to make
the place function," Burwinkle
said.
The hall was placed on the
demolition list because it was
determined unsafe again by the
Regents in the 1970s,

The Alumni Association,
thTough the committee, offered to
raise $200,000 for the restoration of
the hall. This was done with ease.
"We received thousands of small
donations," Henry said. "So many
people have sentimental feelings for
Hodgin."
The hall will be restored as
closely as possible to its 1909 appearance.
"We will be modernizing things
like the plum bing and the electric
systems," Burwinkle said. "But
we're going to preserve as much of
the building's old character as •
possible."
This will include keeping the
wood floors and the arched windows, and putting in pull-chain
toilets and lamps that resemble the
gas light era. The balcony that went
across tile front of the building in
1909 will also be replaced.
When it is finished, Hodgin Hall
will house the Alumni Association,
the development office and the
Trailblazers, the University's spirit
organization.

International Director To Continue
i;
)

i

said has brought more international
cultures together at UNM. She said
The International Affairs she has plans to begin a series of
Committee at the University of "Cultural Nights" at the center
New Mexico gave the director of which will highlight food, music
the International Center a one-year and video presentations from
different countries.
extension on her contract Friday.
foana McNamara, 26, has served
McNamara is a native of
as director of the center since July
1980 and was to serve until July Romania who came to New Me;otico
in 1976. She was two years into a
1982.
master's program ill Romania when
McNamara said she requested the she met a man from New Mexico
extension because she felt she had and decided to come here.
just become used to her duties and
UNM would not accept any of
she hopes to be able to do more for
her
work towards a bachelor's
the center and studeots.
degree, so McNamara has studied
for four years to earn a degree,
which she will receive at the end of
this semester. She says she plans to
get a master's degree in business
administration.

Callos M. Morales

"I do not regret having to have
taken all these courses over again to
get a degree here, since what I have
learned here is different in some
ways from what I learned in
Romania," McNamara said.

McNamara said she met a
student from New Mexico in 1974
who was working on his doctorate
in geography when she decided to
marry him. She said it took two
years. of waiting for government
approval before they could marry.

lo11n11 Mr:N11m11m

"I think I have the experience of
two years to be able to implement
more effectively the programs I've
started," McNamara said. "In two
years I've learned how to work with
the International Student Council
and get ideas from them on what
they want to see happen at the
center.''
ln 1980, McNamara started a
weekly lunch program which she

In 1976 they were married and
the couple moved to New Mexico.
Within a few weeks she was
abandoned by her husband, who
'returned to Europe.
"It was a shock and a period of
my life that l am over now, but I
did not know what I was going to
do or where I was going to go,"
McNamara said.
McNamara said she stayed with
her husband's parents for a month
before going to California to stay
with some friends from Romania
who lived there.
In 1977 she returned to

Campus Briefs
PROFESSORS FOR PEACE
The Association of Professors for Peace in the Middle East has
scheduled a lecture on actions of Nasser, Sadat a11d Mubarak for Tuesday
at 7:15p.m. in 149Woodward Hall.
The speaker will be Daniel Dishon of the Shiloah Institute for Strategic
Studies, The institute is affiliated with Tel Aviv University.

Albuquerque to study at UNM. She
also got a divorce that year. In
December 1978, McNamara
married again to a student working
on his doctorate in chemistry at
UNM, Frere McNamara, 28.

approximately one year and
Burwinkle thinks the effort will be
well worth it.
"If a person walks in Hodgin
now and justs looks and observes,"
he said, "the charm of the place
grows on you."
It's not like the cold, efficient
modern buildings," he continues,
"Hodgin is like a home; a big,
roomy, comfortable home."

Cuts Hit Grads Hard
Twenty-five percent of the
University of New Mexico's
graduate students would lose
financial aid if proposed federal
cuts in the Guaranteed Student
Loan program are enacted by
Congress, said a UNM graduate
student.
Richard Holden, a member of
the UNM Graduate Student
Association council, said in
February that UNM would lose
more than $4 million in Guaranteed
Student Loan funding for graduate
students if the cutsbecome law.
He said, "In the medical school
64 percent of the stu.Jo.nts would
lose New Mexico Student Loan
funding; 48 percent of our Jaw
students would be cut off and large
numbers of other graduate students
elsewhere on campus would also be
affected."
"Graduate student education

McNamara said she is waiting to
become a U.S. citizen and that she
has changed since living and
growing up in Romania.

and research will be devastated if
the Reagan administration's
proposals are successful," he said.
"Students who depend on loans to
finance their educations will either
be completely cut off, forced to
accept loans at market interest rates
of 14 percent and up, or they will
put pressure on other highly
competitive sources of assistance.
In any case, fewer graduate
students will be able to complete
their studies."
"We urge all members of the
state congressional delegation to
consider that the future of the
country, · the state and UNM
depends greatly on the ability to
educate citizens," Holden said.
"Cuts in financial aid will be
counterproductive to the nation.
We don't think that only the
financially priviledged should have
access to education."

ave of the future?
·~'"'"" IONS

"I suppose a part of me will
always be in Romania, but l live
here now and have become
Americanized. I will return to
Romania to visit my mother and
sister someday, but this is home for

The Space-Age

me,"' 'McNamara said~

TO: All Campus Organizations
The 34th Annual UNM Spring Fiesta will be held April22 • 25, 1982. It
is my earnest hope that this 1982 celebration will include most of the
student organizations on this campus. When you talk to alumni, they
often remember this activity as the highlight of the spring semester. By
the participation of your group, this year's fiesta could achieve the
same result.
In the recent past, this activity has included organizations that were
not university related. This year, the student committee planning this
event is restricting participation to only UNM student organizations.
Thus, if it is going to be successful, we are going to need everyone's
support.
Recently you received a letter and registration form from the Fiesta
Committee. They indicated that you must have your application
returned by March 31. This form is to be returned to the New Mexico
Union, Room 242. Additional information and ideas about booths can
be secured every day at the Fiesta offi.ce in the Union, Room 242 or
extension 5528.
Your participation in this year's Fiesta could result in added dollars to
your organization. A successful booth could well generate hundreds of
dollars for your use. The staff at the Student's Activity Center would be
happy to help your organization with possible themes that are proven
to generate participation.
Over the years it has been my good fortune to attend similar events on
many campuses around the country. These include the Spring Fiesta at
the University of Arizona, the Spring Carnival at UCLA and the
"Little 500" atlndiana University. These events have raised thousands
of dollars and also produced great unity within the student body. We
have an opportunity this year to do the same and I hope your
organization will be a part of re-instituting total campus participation
in this very old tradition here at UNM. I personally solicit your
wholehearted cooperation. Best personal regards.

O:Jrai::.J,

PHYSICIANS SPEAK

''.. ~(.-~.

New Mexico Physicia11s for Social Responsibility are seheduled to
present a lecture ahd a videotape, the first ill a monthly educational series
on ''Medical Experiences of Nuclear War," March 9 from 7 to 9 p.m. at
the University of New Mexico Medical Cente.r Library, room 423.
The lecture is opeh to the public.

•

f'urnishings for the hall will be
from the 1909 era. The b\lilding will
serve <1s a quasi-museum and information center for University
visitors.
The Alumni Association is
gathering University memorabilia
to display in the hall. Video
cassettes will be available to inform
visitors of successful UNM
graduates and personnel.
T]le renovation should take
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Commentary by Margaret White and D. Scott Wilson

Academia Needs Fly-Check
Academia attempts to open our minds to empirical
worlds of science and the humanities - but only
hopes to broaden us enough to make us better human
beings.
Lectures are often collections of those thoughts and
discoveries we deem factual or historical or capable of
being proven by scientific method. "Speculation" is a
very delicately manipulated art that we are to meddle
in only after becoming informed enough to sound
good at it..
But be careful, Academia. Your fly could be un~ipped.

Our hallowed halls are bound by walls and our
books keep our eyes bent earthward. The ranks of The
Educated are perhaps not as enlightened as we would
like. The ability to devour and regurgitate the contents
of textbooks does not always entail the ability to apply

that knowledge outside the ivory tower.
We routinely become sa caught up in our
student/professor relationships and our comparatively
minor academic squabbles that we lose sight of the
purposes of our educational endeavors. We generally
justify our intellectual expenditures by pointing to the
good that our particular field is doing for humanity and
perhaps pay too little attention to personal intellectual
and emotional growth and contributions as individuals.
What are the purposes of equcatic;m? Who wrote
the definition of "quality of life?" Is he teaching at
UNM? Which department offers that capacity class,
Life 101? Is it a prerequisite to anything?
The question of the value of formalized learning is
as old as academia itself. When we clon't have to ask
why we're here, we've been here too long.

DOONESBURY
7HE3 K/55/NG/IR
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Letter

Reagan Protest Actions Related
Editor:
The chant intensified: NO WAR NO WAR NO
WAR , .. Mouthed obscenities and obscene hand
gestures came hard and fast in reply from the crowd
emerging from the Convention Center, People in small
numbers filtered through the chanting demonstrators
en route to watch the exit of the main attraction. To
my left a confrontation occurred between an Air Force
captain and a demonstrator. To my right a tall man in a
blue plastic suit tried to slice through the crowd with
bulldozer tactics. He bulldozed past one, two people,
maybe more, before he was halted by my outstretched
hand. As I grasped the foam that was his coat I began
to let him know my feelings on his tactics. The noise
level was high and my voice was raised to be heard
above it. I don't think my short harangue phased him
just as I don't think it phased him to shove people out
of his way. I turned and resumed chanting.
This was an isolated incident that reflected a per•
sonal conflict between two human beings. This
conflict was honored by this paper with a picture as if
to sum up the total event that was in progress, I
personally am sorry for losing my temper but I am not
sorry for my action. The man who was bulldozing
through needed to know some simple concrete form
of action that would sum up how I felt about his
treating us as he hacl. The result of this kind of actionreaction is not pleasant nor is it particularly effective
but it becomes the same type of need that is fullfilled
by a short graphic sign. I cannot stop and ask the man
to discuss the pros or cons of bulldozing through a
crowd any more than I can expect a sign filled with
much more than a catch slogan to attract attention or
get the message across. So the message is this: by the
obscenities and adverse reaction that we got from the
emerging crowd it became clear that we have a
conflict of basic ideals. Our chanting and signs spoke
in graphic simplicity to the problems we feel strongly
about. More jobs, less war machines, less U.S.backed oppression in other parts of the world, equal

rights for women minorities and the poor, of which
women and minorities plus children make up a large
part, the environment and the need for a basic respect
for the Constitution. These issues cry out for a more
humane approach.
We speak of human needs as ideals but our needs
are concrete. They are basic, food, clean air and
water, and equality. Yes equality. Sounds kind of
strange all by itself, doesn't it? Lately equality is
spoken of with many qualifications. With these
qualifications come prejudice, not just black vs. white
or chicano vs. anglo but man vs. woman, rich vs.
poor, worker vs. capitalist or the basic prejudice, profit
vs, equality. So now we can eye the schism that
divides us from Reagan's policies. Apparently even
some students and reporters like them too. But there
are those of us who worry aver the equality of women
more than the swing of their ass or the voting rights of
the poor of any color more than the rights of 28
percent of those who decided to or were allowed to
vote.
. When we pr~te.srvq,u .1!~~. fRU:JUr spN,li~ns, Here .a~e
just a few of m1ne. Those who favor the draft can JOin
the army and eliminate the person power shortage.
Those who favor exploration for minerals in wilderness
areas should first explore their estates and strip mine
them. Those who like nuclear power, I've got a real
nice house real close to a place named Three Mile
Island that you might be interested in buying. For
those who like nuclear bombs , . o;,::~ oulllt< uranium
and get it over with so the ones of us who feel like we
can negotiate can get on with it. As for low voter turn
out, don't worry, we're working on It, Almost as hard
as Reagan is working to keep it low. But it may back~
fire on him because Reagan is pointing out to the
worldjust how fragile the human condition Is When it's
molded by a misguided paranoia based on nuclear
weapons that defy the most vivid imagination in
destructive force.
Craig Keller

Letters

,,

Hollywood Can Be Proud
Of Reagan Administration
Editor:
Ronald Reagan deserves the title of political miracle worker. Who
else could have made Jimmy Carter an object of nostalgia, Richard
Nixon a symbol of moderation, or Gerald Ford an example of
thoughtful competence? It truly is a credit to a man, who provides
such dynamic leadership, while always knowing when to take a nap.
We have had few national leaders lik~ him, i)l fact on,lv one man .
even comes close: Herbert Hoover.
He brings to Washington the same sort of searching intellect New
Mexicans have enjoyed during the two terms of Bruce King. His
responses during press conferences are given with the same clarity
and decisiveness our own President Davis made famous to America
on 60 Minutes. The Gipper's resolve on Poland compares favorably
with the firmness of hand shown by his predecessor in the face of
Soviet aggression. This is indeed an administration Hollywood can
be proud of.
Show me an American who doesn't sleep better, with General
Alexander M. (I'm in charge, here) Haig as Secretary of State, and
resident expert on the line ot succession. The self-proclaimed "Vicar
of American Foreign Policy" denounces Soviet aggression with the
same enthusiasm James Watt brings to his battle to preserve the
environment. Even the First Lady has shown her deep concern
about pressing national problems and issues by her tenacious fight
to find enough White House tablecloths. "Mommy's" brand of
activism predates that of even Eleanor Roosevelt's. It is closer to
that of another famous lady, the immortal Marie Antoinette.
We look forward to three more years of this kind of accomplishment and success, along with the nine million people that
are currently unemployed. We are part of the greatest fantasy the
celluloid jungle called Hollywood has ever produced. From the
studios that producecl "Bedtime for Bonzo," now comes the
inevitable sequel. Let's hope that "Bedtime for Brezhnev" is
shelved, before the bomb's released . , .
Kevin Breen

University Singer Appalled
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continued from page 1
do seem to be some, he said.
"Increased solar activity means,
in this case., increased solar flares.
The solar Oare~ will shoot high
energy particles toward the earth,"
Zeilik said.

Editor:
This is a response to the letter from Ms. Rodriguez and Ms.
Fucella.
As a member of the UNM Collegiate Singers, I personally am
appalled at your biased, narrow-minded view of our performance at
the Reagan speech, and would like to know what makes the two of
you experts on show choirs? Assuming that you have seen any one
of a number of previous performances, you would know that we use
a rather elaborate stage set-up that gives us ample room to perform,
We did not have that room at the Kiva Auditorium, which hindered
our performance. This was obvious to the most untrained eye.
Also, how could you ppssibly tell we needed voice training when
we had no amplification. We could barely hear the singing ensemble
ourselves, and I guarantee that we were closer than you to them.
To assume that we need choreography, when we were told by
Kirby Shaw and his wife, The definitive choral director and
choreographer, that they could not do their own music (Let The
Sunshine In, and many others) any better than we did, is .ludicrous.
Why don't the two of you come to our Spring Spectacular, or one
of our other preformances, or sit in on our class (12:00 to 1:00 on
Monday and Wednesday) before you make asinine judgements on
the way we represent UNM. I am sure you will h!Jve a change of
heart.
Also, you might consider joining hext fall, if you really think it's
easy to put a tollegiate Singers showtogather.
Mark Alan Fowler

aware of any correlation between
the .effects of cosmic rays and the
rotation rate of the earth,

"There are people who clo a lot
of statistical correlations between
one phenomenon and another,"
Swinson said. "But basically you
These high energy particles can correlate the birth rate in
would reach the earth in a couple of Venezuela with the high tide in
days. When these particles, cosmic Vladivostok if you want to."
rays, enter the earth's magnetic
field at the north and south
"Assuming that an earthquake
magnetic poles ancl stream into the was triggered by the so-called
atmosphere, they cause a slight Jupiter effect, it would surely be an
disruption in the wind patterns. earthquake that was just about to
This slight clisruption causes the happen anyWay," Stephen P.
earth to jerk slightly during its Huestis, UNM assistant professor
rotation ancl this promotes ear- of geology, said.
thquakes in areas that are earTime will be the controlling
thquake-prone, Zeilik said.
factor in the triggering of the Los
"To the best of my un- Angeles earthquake, Huestis said.
derstancling of the articles that they
H~ said rocks have finite strength
(Gribben and Plageman) refer to in
their theory, there is no relation- and they can only sustain so much
ship, in my opinion, between tidal stress, giving way either all at once
forces of the planets ancl increased or in a series of small earthquakes,
he said.
solar activity," he said.
He is convinced the Los Angeles
Zeilik agrees that there will be a
earthquake
is inevitable, but he said
greater tidal force on the sun if the
not strong enough to
rocks
are
planets are lined up on either side or
break
with
the kind of force that
the sun or the same side.
the Jupiter effect theory suggests
"The question is whether that because they are not able to store
has any affect on sunspot activity. up enough elastic energy.
As far as I can tell, it doesn't," he
"There are earthquakes every
said.
day in California, most of which
Derek B. Swinson, professor of are too small to be felt," he said.
physics and astronomy at UNM, But every year there are a number
Sophomore Gtuy Brode, 24, practices the martial 11rt of T11i Chi said there is no evidence linking or earthquakes that are felt and
Monday north of Ortega Hall. Brods, who h11d just flnishr~d 11 cosmic rays to earthquakes on every several years, more major
earth, He also said that he was not earthquakes, Huestis said.
midtr~rm, said, "/thought I'd unwind. This Is my happy hour."

Applications for Cheerleaders Being Accepted
Kathy Erekson
Applications for the University
of New Mexico's cheerleaders and
stunt men will be accepted until S
p.t'll: Friclay, ar the Student
Activities Center in the Student
Union Building.
Tryouts are open to regular, fulltime UNM students who have a
minimum 2.0 accumulative grade
point average, Applicants must be
at least second semester freshmen,
sophomores, juniors or first
semester seniors, Karen Abraham,
associate dean of students and
cheerleader adviser, said.
Abraham said between eight and
10 positions will be lilled on this
year's squad, depending on the
nmnbet of applicants.
She said each member must be
able to perform on the squad
during the 1982-83 football season
and the men's and women's
basketball season.
Tryouts, Abraham said, will
consist of two equally-weighted
parts: physical tryouts and personal
interviews. In addition, she said,
each applicant is required to submit
at least one letter of recommendation describing the applicant's personal attributes and
qualifications suitable for performance
and
appropriate
University representation.
"Cheerleaders and stunt men are

probably the most visible group on
campus. They are literally
University ambassadors at all
atheletic and non-athletic events,"
she said.
• · A panel ol' five judges will rate
the applicant's physical performance in seven categories:
overall appearance, technique,
voice, spirit projection, jumps,
"required cheer" and "make-up
cheer."
A separate panel of five UNM
administrators will conduct the
personal interviews and will rate the
applicant's appearance, personality, quality of answers and
overall impression, she said.
Abraham said the cheerleading
squad is a relatively timeconsuming activity. The squad
practices for one ancl a half hours,
three times weekly, in addition to
performing at all football and
basketball games, she said.
"The girls are really exhausted.
They're probably solely responsible
for the spirit on campus," she said.
Abraham said the cheerleaders
make all of their own banners and
posters and display them on
campus. She said they also organize
and host one or two pep rallies
before games.
The squad has performed in both
on· and off-campus parades and
acted as hostesses during Parents
DayatUNM.

Abraham said the cheerleaders
"are constantly organizing fundraising events'' to subsidize funding
by UNM. She said the University
pays the squad an $1800 annual
uniform a1toW'~ii'ce'ari~'pays"$~000
toward half of its travel expenses.
The squad also receives a $500
expense account, which, she said, is
budgeted for poster material and
other miscellaneous expenses.
The UNM cheerleadrs received
top honors in two events at the 1981
National Cheerleaders Accociation
summer workshop at the University
of California, Santa Barbara, The
cheerleaders took first place out of
47 squads in porn routines and
pyramids and were named "the
most spirited squad" at the camp.
Two
of
UNM's
1981
cheerleaders, Gina Gonzales, the
squad's head-cheerleader, and
Regina Villareal, were selected as
two of 20 NCA All-American
Collegiate Cheerleaders for 198182. They were selected from over
1500 cheerleaders at the 1981 All·
College Spiritleader Workshop at
theUCSB.
Applicants are required to attend
a mandatory orientation meeting,
March 22, from 7:30 p.m. until
9:30 p.m. at Johnson Gym, Room
124. A mandatory tryout clinic will
be held March 23 through March
29, from 7 p.m. until9 p.m. in the
SUB. The room has not yet been

announced. Official tryouts will
take place March 30 and 31 at 6:30
p.m. in the UNM Arena.
New squad members will be
req'ulred' to attend a lour-hour
clinic April I. The clinic is sponsored by this year's cheerleading
squad and Van Power, director of
the NCA, who will conduct the
administration.

Dr, Douglas G. Brooldfis,
professor of geology, will present a
paper on "Geochemical Studies at
the WIPP Site, New Mexico."
Associate Professor of Biology Rex
G. Cates will present a paper on
"Patterns of Defensive Chemistry
in Douglas-Fir, Stress Physiology
and Westetn Spruce !Judworm
Success.''
The meeting, in which some 2800
papers will be presented, is one of
the largest scientific conferences in

l

·1

·.I

~

·'

the country. More than 10,000
scientists are expected to attetld.
Brookins, who joined the UNM
faculty in 1971, earned his doctoral
degree from the Massachusetts
l nstitute of Technology in 1963,
Brookins is widely published and a
member of numerous honorary and
professional societies and is listed in
several biographical dictionaries.
The recipient of several awards
and honors, his specialties include
uranium deposits, radioactive waste
disposal, geochronology, isotope
geochemistry, trace elements
studies and petrography ancl
geochemistry of kemberlites and
carbonatities.

in 1972, joincdthe UNM faculty in
1975, His areas of special interest
include chemical ecology, advanced
ecology, plant population biology
and plant-animal interactions.
'fhe
author
of
several
publications, Cates is a member of
the Ecological Society of America
and the American Naturalist.
The American Chemical Society
is a non-profit professional
organization founded in 1876 and
chartered by Congress to foster
scientific education artd research
and to promote the public understanding of science.
The societY's international
membership of 123,000 chemists
and chemical engineers makes it the
Cates, who earned his doctorate largest society in the world devoted
from the University of Washington to a single scientific disciplille.

Gribben declared publicly in an
article for Omni magazine, June
1980, that he retracted the main
parts of the theory.
"In retrospect some of the accusations that our book was
alarmist seemed justified. I am
older now and I nope wiser. I would
certaintly not present the same
material in the same way if the idea
had just occurred to me," Gribben
wrote.
Zeilik said the lineup of the
planets happened last year .and will
happen again next year and that if
an earthquake were going to occur
because of the lineup, it would have
already occured.
"In fact, if you take the planets
most important to this, Mercury,
Venus, Earth and Jupiter, last year
was just as good as this year,"
Zeilik said.
The other planets are too small or
too far away to have any effect on
tidal forces on the sun, in terms of
physics, he said.
"It is, in fact, a rare occurrence
that the planets will come a; close
together as 95 degrees, and that
makes them nice to look at this
spring," Zeilik said.
He recommends that people who
want to see the planetary alignment
come to the campus observatory on
. Friday. More information can be
obtained by calling the "Hotline"
number, 277-4335,
The 1982 gathering of the planets
will not be repeated, it seems, until
at least the 24th century.

THE LAST LECTU.RE SERIES
PRESENTS

Dr. Angela Delli Sante
Assoc. Prof. Political Science and Sociology

''HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE MILITARY
IN CENTRAL AMERICA:
U.S. ENTANGLEMENTS"
Tuesday, March 9
12 Noon
UNM SUB Ballroom (South)
The "Last Lectures" are a series in which prominent University
faculty and staff will be talking as if they were giving the Last Lecture
of their life. Bring your lUnch!
sponscndby
LAS LOMAS CAMPUS MINIDTRIES
STUDENT ACTIVITIES CENTER

HOWDEN

UNM Faculty Members To Present Papers
Two University of New Mexico
faculty members will present
scientific papers at the 183rd
rtational meeting of the American
Chemical Society to be held March
29 through April 2 in La! Vegas,
Nev.

"Well that (Los Angeles) is an
area that might be called a seismic
gap. That means there's a history of
large earthquakes there, but one
hasn't oc~urred recently," he said.
The area is prone to earthquakes
because of the active San Andreas
fault, Huestis saicl.
"l would not rule out the
possibility of an earth-shattering
earthquakP. in the next two years or
the next hundred years, but I don't
expect it to be directly correlatecl
with the lineup of the planets,"
Swinson said.
Gribben and Plageman gave a
two-year range as to when this
event might occur, Zeilik said.

OfFICE SUPPlY
FILE FOLDERS (100 per box)
Letter size Reg $9.90 Sale $6.40

Legal size Reg $12.75 Sale $8.25

ACCO PRESSBOARD BINDER
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for 8 U sheets
Reg $1.80 Sale $1.15

PENTEL .06MM REFilL LEADS
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12o/o discount with UNM ID on non-sale merchal\dise.
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Arts
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Review

Doyle Wins Diving Championship

Mockingbird Crashes
Eddi~

Tafoya

When the lights dim and the
curtain goes up at the beginning of
the Albuquerque Little Theatre's
of
"To
Kill
a
version
Mockingbird", right away two
things impress you.
The first thing is the director's
honesty- the clicking .of gears and
the rumbling of machinery openly
presented as three facades snap into
place.
Secondly, set designer Stewart
Dawson's stage composition is very
attractive and realistic and makes
good use of the theater stage's
spacial confines.
However, the opening diplays of
integrity and taste do start to
subside after awhile, although they
do not come to a screaming halt.
Perhaps it was opening night
jitters; the lack of momentum that
usually builds as the cast begin to
getinto their roles during the fourth
or fifth performance. In any case
the ALT's presentation of the
Harper Lee story is speckled with
performances that are good and
bad, emotional and flat. Surprisingly enough, the best acting
jobs (or at least the most convincing
ones) come not from the experienced, well-seasoned actors,
but from the children.

Drew Merrifk
Th~ Lobo men's swimming team
finished si1<th this past weekend at
the WAC championship meet in
Salt Lake City, Utah. By scoring
173 points in the meet, the Lobos
more than doubled their point total
of last year.
"Last year we didn't place
anybody in the finals, but this year
five of our guys made it," said
UNM coach Bill Spahn. "We
definitely performed up to our
capability."

dcrstand her father's seemingly
passive way of life,
Michael Meyers as Atticus also
gives a very credible performance.
However, dialogue early in the play
establishes Atticus as being fifty
years old- too old to play football
with his son, Jem (Joshua Smith).
However, Meyers not only looks
much younger than fifty, he also
appears too energetic and healthy.
It is much easier to imagine him
playing football with J em than to
accept his.character's old age,

"To Kill a Mockingbird" is set in
1935 in Maycomb, Alabama, and is
a story involving a young girl,
Scout, and her lawyer father,
Atticus. It takes place during a trial
in which Atticus defends a
As a whole, the play doesn't
wrongfully-accused black against work. Several of the actors
Maycomb's bigoted townspeople.
discharge their lines with machineOf the major characters in the like dullness which is too hard and
show, the best performance comes rough. Their wrong contextual
from
11-year-old Stephanie accents cause the slow script to be
Leyendecker who plays Scout, a even slower and a bit disjointed.
The play continues to run
child with a girlish face, tomboyish
stance and an inability to un- through March 21.

The Lobo women's volleyball
team won the Lobo Invitational by
defeating the Albuquerque Kwik
Volleyball Club in the finals of the
eight-team tournament at Johnson
Gym Saturday.
The

f
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Available at the GSA Office (SUB Basement)
Completed applications for candidacy
§
must be in the GSA Office
.
by 2 p.m. March 25.
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EL MIRADOR ARTS
A COMPLETE LINE OF READY MADE FRAMES
custom Framing Service • Wet and Dry Mounting
All Types al Malting • Regular and Non-glare Glass

I 10% DISCOUNT WITH U,N.M.ID I
Open Mon-Sat 9 AM_ 5:~0 PM

3101 Central Ave NE 265-0959
. 9649 Menaul B~d. NE 25095&

Craig Chrissinger

Annie, the hit Broadway musical
comedy, is coming to the University
of New Mexico's Popejoy Hall
AprilZ0-22.
The show is based on Harold
Gray's comic strip Little Orphan
Annie, which started in 1924.
The show has been running six
years on Broadway to full houses.
Annie won seven 1977 Tony awards
including best musical, seven 1977
Drama Desk awards, Cue's 1977
Golden Apple Award, 1977 Theater
World Award and the 1977 New
York Drama Critics' Circle Award
Best Musical.
The comic strip follows the
adventures of Annie, her foster

father, Daddy Warbucks, and
Sandy, her dog.
For years Annie has made her
way through constant peril, including kidnapping, murder and
the Tong wars. Her function is to
show Americans that there is a way;
that all is not lost. However, it is
her tragic fate that nobody will
listen to her. Her favorite expression is "leapin'lizards."
Warbucks, a munitions tycoon,
is a figure of world importance
involved in intrigues which affect
nothing less than the survival of the
United States and freedom.
Sandy is Annie's faithful
companion and responds to all
situations with "arf!" or "arf!
arf!"
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comprised

The strip reflects "ihe conservative social idealism of the
middle class in our society," said
Lyle Shannon in Public Opinion
Quarterly.
Gray, who d.ied in 1968, saw his
creation as a morality play about
the good and evj] in the World. He
was the first to break the unwritten
Jaw against injecting politics into a
newspaper comic strip.

The outstanding swimmers of the
meet were Utah's Scott Mefford,
winner of both the 100- and 200yard backstrokes, and Hawaii's
Henry Arakaki, winner of the I 00and 200-yard breaststrokes.
Lobo Terri Kramer will be
traveling to Gainesville, Fla. next·
weekend to compete in the national
championships. Kramer qualified
for nationals in the 50-yard
freestyle event last weekend.

tournament we were experimenting,
trying new plays with different
personnel," said coach Mike
Herbert, "but when we got to the
finals the learn decided to finish it
up. They just went out and played
the game.'·'
"We've been working hard on
our blo~king during the off season
and 1 think it helped us a lot,"
Hebert said.
Separate men's and junior's
competition were held in addition
to the women's. The Albuquerque
Volleyball Club won the men's title
by defeating the Chihuahua
(Mexico) volleyball team U-9, 11-6.
The Junior Albuquerque Volleyball
Club won the junior's title by
defeating Enchantment I I -8.
"The purpose of the tournament
was to promote the sport of
volleyball," said Fred Buehler,
intramural director at UTEP and
director of the meet. "We want to
get as many kids as we possibly can
to start playing volleyball.''

Lobo tennis playar Andy Maikle rushas tha net against Coloredo
Minas. Meikle dafaatad John Pigua 7-5, 6-3 end UNM won tha
match9·0.

Lobo Tennis Sweeps Match
Bill Wechter
The Lobo tennis team swept a meet against Colorado Mines Monday at
the Lobo Tennis Complex, raising their season record to 5-6.
''They are a relatively new team, only three or four years old," said
UNM coach Mark Hamilton said of the Colorado team. "Even so, it's
good to win the easy ones and get another match in."
This weekend the Lobos will host the Sun Sports Classic with
Oklahoma, Weber State and Arizona.
"We're going to play Arizona on Sunday for the Kit Carson rifle,"
Hamilton said. The Kit Carson rifle has been in Arizona for three years
and ownership used to be decided by a football game rather than the two
tennis teams.
"We haven't play~d for the rifle in two years but they're going to strap it
on top of their van and bring it over. Since Kit Carson lived in Taos it
should stay in this state," Hamilton said.

Purchase prices for evening
shows are $20, $18 and $14.
Matinee ticket prices are $16, $14
and $11. Evening shows begin at
8:15 and the special Wednesday
matinee begins at 3 p.m. Tickets are
available at the Popejoy Hall box
office.
Lisa Maxon

Tickets for the Albuquerque
Civic Light Opera Association
production of West Side Story are
now available.
The musical, with music by
Leonard Bernstein and lyrics by
Stephen Sondheim, is directed by
Robin Hubert, ACLOA artistic
director. It stars Jeff Kidwell, who
played Jesus in ACLOA's performance of Godspe/1, as Tony and
J aynie Hanosh as Maria.
Often discribed as a musical
version of Romeo and Juliet, the
show .explores the beauty of a first
love under the threat of a riValrY
between big city street gangs.
The show runs March 25 through
April4 at Popejoy Hall, and tickets
range between $4-$10, with $1 off
for students.

Ed Muehsam of tha Naw Maxico Lacrosse Club chacks a mambar
oftha New Maxico Tach taem.

Artists' Work Displayed
Selections from ·the "Other
Artists' Works Collection" will
be on display March 12 to April
5 at the University of New
Mexico Jonson Gallery.
The exhibit, which has been
shown frequently since the
opening of the gallery in 1950,
will include prints, paintings and
drawings by several well-known
artists, including painters
Richard Diebenkom and.B.J.O.
Nordfeldt.
Diebenkorn is a former
student of Raymond Jonson, the
gallery's namesake, and Nordfeldt is the one who hired
Jonson in 1913 to work at the
Chicago Little Theatre.
Jonson is credited with
helping the careers of many

emerging artists. Throughout
the years when few galleries
exhibited contemporary art, he
gave thern exhibitions in his
gallery.
Jonson, who collected approximately 500 pieces, no
longer actively selects works.
The gallery, under the administration of the UNM Art
Museum, continues to offer
artists an opportunity to have
their work displayed.
Persons interested in having
their work considered for
exhibition should contact Emily
Kass at the Art Museum or Mary
Lou Rioux at Jonson Gallery.
The gallery, 1909 Las Lomas
NE, is open Tuesday through
Sunday, l·S p.m.

UNM Sports Events Listed
TU&SDAY
Match9

Three Person Vollt)·ball: intramural entries due.
WEDNESDAY

Marth

to

Women ',s- Skiing: UNM at At AW narional finab in
StO'o\-~,

Vt.
THURSilAY

Match tl

Baseball: UNM vs. Missouri, SpOru Stadium, 2
Women~ Skiirut:

Stowe, Vt.

Wrestling:
Iowa.

UN~1

at 'NCAA championships, Ames,

March 12
biring CompttlfiM: UNM host!: NCAA Zortc
Oivfng Championship.
Men's Tennis: UNM vs. Oklahoma, 1:30 p.m.,
Lobo Tennis Corilplex.
Baseball; UNM \is, MiHoUrl. Sporu Sllidiumt 2
p,rtr.
Men~
pionship.~,

i

towa,

'!

Stowe, Vt.

(;ymnostit:s: UNM at Wc!it.::ru t'ham•
S!Bnford, C111it.

~erriee

ECFMG • FLEX • VOE

NDB 'NPB I • NLE

~-RMPUIN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test PtePatatlon Specialists
Sfnte 1938

For 1tHormat1on, Pfi:!ose Ca/1:

265-2524

It's not too latel
ENROLL NOW

New Mi!xlcd Phy!ldan!l for Soclli1 'Rnpon!lbiUiy
..._ presents uMtdil::al Con$eqllc:rtccs o(Nuclen_r W::tr'i
today at 1 p,tn. in ONM Medical Center l'ibrilry
Room423.
Anorc~:l• .Nenrosa and Bulimia SeiF·HelpGroup .....
meetS" at 7 p.tn. today at the WOttlcrt'!l Ccrticr1 1824
Las Lomas NE.
lnie!!rnatlonat Folkdal'ltinR- tortlght in the SUB
Ualiroom, Advatteed nt 6JIS; beglnrting and In•
tcrriledialc at 7; and or>en dancing at S:IS. there f~ it
M cent charge.

Women 1!1 Studles/Wom-en 1.il Ctnler- 11 MOthcrs
a11d i:laug!Hei's11 by Mary Adams·frujlllo. Wed-

nesdil)' ol noon at !he Women's Center,
Wonicn For Snbiicl,f ~ women who arc: conerncd
aboUt their drinking pal\crns a·re Invited to Intend the

meeting noon Wednesday at the Wcntlen$ 1 Center,
Studtnls tor Sunrlv.t- Meeting Wednesday at S
p.m~ ·l_rt room231~e or the sun.
.srtiRS --. A s:ophomore honorary service
organitntion Is taking appUcntlons for ineriibcrshlp In
the_ 82·83 year._ Applkatlons will be accepted irt the
Dean of Studeng Office, Mesa Vista Roolll .1129
throUgh Wedncsdny,
National Chicano Htalch Orxanliatlon- holds its
bi-monthly meeting WednesdiiY at 7 p.m. at J81~
Rom a Nl!, All Pre-health stu-dents ate lt1Vhed.
SUR 1-:nierlalnmenl - student tnlerlt audlllons
continue Wed'ncsdny In lhc Subway Stl'ltlori at noon.
Come and etit your lunch rn.tlneentcrlalnment.
Dtue K_ey Hoonr Society - accepts appllcailons
utHil 11rlday, They lite available from the Oean: of
.Studetm; office •

•

Womcli 1s Tennis: UNM will play on the
••catirornla Circuit.''
WEDNt:SOAY
March 17
HoJ('bo/1: UNM vs. Wyoming, Sports Stadium,
n~;~oti; UNM Vs. Mi<~mi (Ohio), Spot1S Stadium. 2

ae

Jl.nT.

Men :r ieJtttls: 'UNM vs:. Peppcrdinej 2 p.rrt.,.

Malibu~

Womtn's Skiing: UNM nt _AIAW nntionaHinals In

Wr>mcn's Tennis: UNM will play on the'1("alifornln Clrcuil.; 1

Calif.

'r!IU~SI)AV

Wame11's OylimtWJr:s: UNM nt NCAA regional
clui.mpionsblpat Stillwoltr, Okla.
iVtmzen'.r Col[: tJNM ni betsy ltnwls'i'dUtnament.·

SAl'URIJAY

Match 18
[Jast!ball: UNM v~. Missouri, tobo-Flcfd. 2p.m .
Swimttllhg and tW/ng: NCAA Swimming and
Diving Chatttpio1tshipr Oaincwillc1 fla,
&iftha/1: UNM a! Okl:~homa lnvitiltional, NOt·
tiiRTI; Okla.
WottiC'II',t Temtk: UNM wlil l!lay 011 the
1
' 1Califotnla Circult. '

March 13

t'h.IDAY

Men's 'tennis: UNM vs. Oklnhomn, 1:30 p,nt..
lobo icnnis Com pic~.
_ Baseball: UNM vs. Mlnml (Ohlt'l), SporlliSindlum,
lp.m,

~acrosse: tJNM tacto~se Club in Sr. Pnttick s
Tournament 1 Socorro.
Men's Tennl.s} UNM vs. Wcher'Stntc, 1:30 fl,ilh;
Lobo l'ennis Cott1Jilcx-.
Men's Track; UNM vs. Adams Srme litHI West
Texas, I p.m., UnfversitYStaclluhl,
Men's Track: UNM nt NCAA ~ndoor ChAin•
Plonshlps, De.Hoii, Mich.
Wvmen 1.t SkUng:UNM nt AiAW muln.ud l'in11l~ hi
Slowc, Vt,
Women's Gyrtmastlcs: ONM 111 NC'AA rcglonnl
championship ai.SilllWliW, Okln,
Wfflt/Jflg: UNM nt NC1\A chRm('lc.'on~hlf!!!j AII\CS,1

MSKP • NAT'L MED 8DS

Men~ Tefrnis:\JNMvs-. CaUforniaSiaie-Fullertcm,
2 p.m., Fullctton, Calif.

Wrestling: UNM at NCAA chnmpkm~llijls. Ames.

DMng CotnJ!eJitinn: UNM hoJ;tS NCAA Zone

lip

Match 16

lJas('baJI: UNM vs. Soulh Oakola State,. Sports
Sladium, noon; UNM vs. Wyoming. Sports Stadiu:m,
2 p.m.

FRIDAY

!

TU&SDAY

UNM at AlAW natrona'! 11nals in

Oiving Champion§hlp.

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • ORE BID • MAT
GMAT • OAT • OCAT • PCAT
VAT· SAT ·CPA • TOEFL

c.hantplonshlp at Stillwater_ Okln.
IJ!onit'n ~ irnnis: UNM vs. Wkhita Sta:te. 1 p.m.j
Lobo Tennis tomple~t.
Mtri's Tennis: UNM vs.. Arilona.l:30 p.m., Lobo
TennisC'ompkx.
MONDAY
Match IS
/JtJStba/1: UNM vs. Mi~souri, Spo~s- Stadium,
noon; UNM V.!i. Miami (Ohio), Sports Stadium, 2
p.m.

p.m.

r

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•

:• Che.leader
:• Stuntman

team,

Orphan Annie Sings, Dances at Popejoy

Graduate Student Association § West Side Story
Applic. ations for
~ Fights over Love

§ GSA Presidency 1982-83

Kwik

primarily of former Lobo volleyball
players and Lobo assistant coach
Wanda Grissom, jumped out to a 40 lead in game two of the finals.
UNM rallied to tie the game 5-5 and
then scored six unanswered points
to put the game away.
"During the beginning of the

Grphans sing "You'va Navar Fully Orassad Without a Smila" in tha original Broadway production of
Annie. Tha award-winning musical opanad in Apr/11977 and is now in its sixth yaar.

r-~----~-~~~--~~1

§

with 363 points. Wyoming was.
third with 303 points.

Women's Volleyball Wins Tourney

lnspite of the age inaccuracy,
Meyers and Leyendecker come
together and bring an effective and
sometimes touching fatherdaughter rapport.
Meyers is warm and gentle while
Leyendecker is cute and sassy. It is
because of these attributes that
Harper Lee's premise of a child
growing into an understanding of
her father is not lost.
Another
good
performance
comes from Gregory Melton Elder
in the part of the wrongfullyaccused, withered-armed black,
Tom Robinson. ...
Although Elder's lines are
relatively few, he executes a witness
stand testimony with high energy
and line skill. Elder's monologue
by far is the best part of the show.
Other credible performances
come from Joshua Smith, Fausto
Espinosa as Dill, Scout and Jem's
imaginative freind and Bertha
Nicks Bridges as Helen Robinson,
Tom's wife.

Diver Tom Doyle was the only
first place winner for the Lobos,
winning the three-meter diving
event and finishing second in the
one-meter event. Senior Keith
Erickson set a school record in the
I 00-yard breaststroke with a time
of 58.09. Erickson finished second
in that event and the 200-y!lrd
breaststroke. Erickson's time of
2:05.7 left him just .17 second short
of qua.lifing for the national
championships.
Utah won the meet with 494
points and Hawaii finished second

fdWa.,\.left~ f1yhlhaM1 $."

UNM nt Wc$!Ctll Chnm•

-pionships-, St:ulftmJ, Cnllt.
H'otileil~s t:ol/..· UNM M Uetw Rawls 1'0titnnment.
S U N II A Y
Mnrch 14
Wt:iihcn ~ Gt;/f.' UNM tit' Tli:15Y Raw[~ "foutnfllliertl.
Wnmeu's Oymrtllstlrst UNM IH NCf\A rcgloMI

Match 19
Ml'II;S Gymnastlc.t: UNM hosts WAC Invitational,

I

7::JOj'l.f11.

tJa.sC"ba/1: UNM vs.lJradley, Sports Stadium, tiOOn;
UNM Vs. Tolfdo~ Srorts Slild!Unh 2 p.m.
SQ/tha/1: UNM at Oklahoma lnvitational, NOt·
mon, Okla.
Swlm#lfng and Diving: NCAA Swimming and
DivingChatnpiClllshlp, dnincsvilie1 Fla.
Men 1S tennis: UNM vs. San Diego State,l p.m.~

San Oiegd~ CaUr.

S A 1' 0 R D A Y
Womm•s- Track:

March20
vs. Northern Arlt.Oila and

UNM

AdutnsSlllle.

Men~ Gymrl~ncs: UNM itdm WAC tn.vl!ational,

7:l0 p.m.

La(tfJU~1

UNM Lncrosse t'lul:l ~- burango,
llcHrl!iill: UNM vs. Wyoming, Spotts Stadium, 2
p.tn.
Wn/11l'fl 1.f Volfeyhalf: UNM lit USVllA mecf In

ART and
LITERATURE

:Oouldcr. Colo.
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COMING
SOON

Png<' H, New Mexico Daily Lobo, March 9, 1982
DEA.UTIFUL N.E. 4-DlJRM house. Needs male
roommate. Furnished with washer and dryer. 2940111.
3/22
UNFURNISIIED APARTMENTS NEAR UN·
M/TVI. $165/mo. plus electricity. Call 242·9158 or
.242-7081.
J/12
I:IOUSEMATI\ CARLISLE/GRAND sm.oo.
Yard/swimming pool. 265·382~.
319

Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising
Deadline 12:00 noon for next day's edition.
Open 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. Mon. thru Fri.
In Marron Hall Room 131 or by mail to
lJNM Box 20, Alb. NM, 87131.
Rates: $.17 per word or $.11 per word per day
if ad is run five or more consecutive days.
Plel!se run the foiJQwing nd ~nder(circle one)
Personals, Lost & Found, Services, Hou~in~, For Sale, Employment, Travel, Miscellaneous,

Enclosed Please FindS

l.a~No1idus

1. Personals
H"'I•SI ... Et.H''fll):>-1 Ot' UlllltUC and traditional
~uld v.eutlinp ICI.\. Cllnrlie .RPnwro Jeweler;'. 29)·

sn

r.•mL

T\'PI!IIG-PJIOH:SSIONAJ. QUAI.ITY pronto at
KinkatPronto; TLC at no ema ~harge. We will edit.
Kll', 2312 Central SE, a~ross Cemral from Popejoy
Hull.
tfn.
A· I T\'I'ISTS·TERM papers, mumes299-8970.
J/31
TYPING, 75CENTS PAGE, 296·4998,
3126
I'HOt't:SSIONAI. TYPING.
Rt:ASONABI••;.
htcll\IVe •ecretarial experience. IBM Selectric Ill.
2'1'1·62~6 or 299·2676.
3/24
Ql'AJ.ITV TYI'INCi. LOMAS· Tramway Area. 299·
1355.
4/1
T\'I'ING:
•:XI't:RU:NCEI),
R•;ASONADI.t;,
competent. Using correctable selectric· IS type styles,
296-6299.
)/JO
I'IIOt't~~SIONAI, TYPING IIV Engllslt MAeditor,
Vast experience with dissertations, papers. llditing
available, 266-9550.
41!2
I'IIOFt:SSIONi\1. TYPING, REASONABLE rates,
888·31!19.
J/9

AnTHATI·: . 1:>-IHJIIMAliON AIIOl'T '011•
tril<cpll<ln, 'tonli~tuiun, uborlion. Right m Choose.
z~ur1.
tfu
l'lll·:GNA,"'('Y Tl-:SliNG & COU!IiSt:J.JN(;, Phone
247.<JRI'J.
- .tfn
CO !'>iTA(' l~·I'OI.ISIIING, SOI.l'l'IOSS ("a\ey
!lpu<al { 'umpany 011 L.omal jmt WC\t. or Wa>hington.
tfn
WE 1101' JliS'IIUIIl'T()JIS. Prclcription eyegla11
fr.lmCI. (,reenwlch Village (Lennon Slylel), gold
runic\\. $14JO (regular $65.00). Pay l.cll Opticians.
5001 Mcnaul N.li.,.11cross from LaDelles.
tfn
0:-IL\ $2,35. TWO fnrm·fresh eggs, 11'.-o homemade
~hcmical free sausage pnllics, two slices of toast, free
green chili. Open 7 a.m. Morning (ilory Care. Corner
of Uirard, C'elllrnl and Mon'e Vista 26~·7040.
tfn
55 Dl'VS Dt:ST TIP of the week. l>aily Lobo will pay
$5 for til< best news tip we receive every week.
Sources can remain con11denllal, but Editor mull TilE CITADt:l,SUPERB Jocalion near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every JO minutes. I bedroom
have your name 10 pay winner. 271-5656, ask (or
or efficiency, from $220, All utilities paid, Deluxe
New<room.
tfn
kitchen with dishw11sher and disposal, recreation
MCAT, llAT Rt:VIt:W In PltJSics, Biology, General
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
CIJcmiMry, Or!!anlc, sponsored by Pre-Med Club
members $30.00. Non-members $45,00. For more couples, no pm. I 520 University NE. 243•2494.. tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
inforn1atlon call277-6S65 or come by sun 24-D.
N.E., SIBS/mo.. all utilities paid, SIOO security
J/12
deposit. J'ully furnished-security loeb and laundrY
<:Jn:t:RLEADER/STUN"TMAN TRl'OUTSI .Pick
radii ties. No children or pets. Please call before 6:00
ur upplications in Student Actlvllles Center, Room
In the evening, 266-8392.
tfn
106, NM Union Jiuilding. Applications due March
FOR RENT: Et'FICIENCY Apartment, $120; I
12. Chnic starts March 22. Tryouts AJ)rill and 2, Call
~cdroom, SISO, Swimming Pool, beautiful view ot
Zi1-4706 for further Information.
3/ll
golf course, Close to UNM and TVI. 1313 Wellesley
CIIINESt: BUt'Ft;T, CIIEAPI All you can cat.
S.E.
256·7748.
3/31
Lunch S3.4S, Supper S4.SO, Sunday llrunch $3.45.
IIALF BLOCK UNM deluxe one bedroom tWin ot
Jao-jao's Place, SOOO Central Ave. SE.
tfn
double S23S Includes utilities. VarsitY House, 141
PASSPORT PIIOTOS I.OWt:ST prices! Pleasant
Columbia, 268-0SZS.
4.15
pictures! 123 Wellesley Stl corner Silver. Please call
M/F ROOMMATE W.ANU.D to share large two
fuot. 265·1323.
tfn
bedroom. Dishwasher, washer. dryer, nice. $12S.
liART AND Kt:Y monthly newsletter for singles,
3/9
cupids special, 25 Free trial memberships, Hurry. Bx 266-4072, S:30c7:00p.ni.
3714, Amarillo, Texas, 79106.
3/12
RAFTING OVER SPRING Breald Day trips on N.
Rio Grande, Marcil 14, 16, 18, 10, S20 per person.
\Vitdwatcr !lofting E~perlcnces, 266-9721 (evenings),
3/12
FACL1LTV JAZZ. COMBO forming. Call Conniff,
2'71·2736.
3/!2
"SKI PURGATORY '811" Enjoy Spring Break
skiing in the Colorado Rockies. Low Rates! Call
Student Travel Center, 217-2336 ot visit otlicc, 2SI
Upstairs in SUB.
3/12
U:t''S <JO PART\', theTinseiTownMugger. 3122
nVISKY. WIIEilE TilE heck is Photo Service?
Jiundles.
319
Fast, Free Delivery
<aLLIAN, AilE VOl! tired or staying up nights
~;riling drug cards? Do people sway in front or )'or
eyes~ Well. not to worry. Spring Break is almost here.
Tnkc time off and write a term paper. The lcvelll
Morale Squad.
J/9
NEW t'OR SPRING, large seleehon <lf ~olorful short
sets only $8,99. Short slec1c topdS.99, collon Kurt a
tops $5.99. Indian wrap shirtsonlyS~.99 with this ad.
at More than !Jags, 101 Cornell S.ll..ucross from

4. Housing

SMAHTSTUJ>t:NT SI'ECIAl! Clean modern I DR,
$149; 2BR, $179. "Scholarships" available, 206
McscalcrQ NW, 255·2221, 345-4150.
312.4
OSE IIR _ FVltNISIIED, utilities paid $215.
Unfurnished. $170. 1218 Copper NE. 7900 Bell SE.
842,6170.
3/24
Bt:I>ROOM, U'!ING ROOM, kitchen, private
entrance. Unfurnished, $190 a month, including
utilities. !.case. $125 deposit. NO smoking, pet• or
children. Washington/Constitution area. 265·1584.
3110
~lTRACTIVE ONt: IIEDROOM
ncar Can·
dclaria!Carllslc, Clean, carpeted, fireplace, dishwasher, patio. Pets allowed. Lease Ocxiblc. $200, plus
utilities. 268-4488, 293·8777.
3/10
FL1LL-TIME UNM EMPLOYEE needs roommate to
share expenses, 3•bedroom house $175.00/month.
Negotiable rent in exchange for home hnprovements.
S6s-6001 or86S-6879.
3/10
IIOUSEMATE WANTEil, PREFER female non·
smoker, I .mile from campus, private bath/master
bedroom. Completely furnished, quiet, safe neigh·
~orhood. $150 plus utilities. Evenings: 268·1931.
After il p.m.:84J.JIIi. Bill.
3/10
A BLOCK TO UNM. Furnished one bodroom with
swimming pool,. dishwasher, disposal, refrigerated
air, plus cable TV. No children or pets. $240 Includes
utilities. 208·9 Columbia Sf!. Call255·2685.
3/11
UNM AREA ONE bedroom SISS.()(l per month
utilities furnished, no pets. Call 293·1070 after ~:00
~~

M2

SIIARE WITJI COUPLE large 2·bdrm, fireplace,
garage, garden,laundry facilities. Pet ok, Nice
nbhood near UNM. 242·3622.
3/12
IIOVSf!MATE,
NONSMOKER.
BRIGJIT,
spacious, SI3S plus utilities. 292·1080.
3/12
UNM APT, $93 per month, Hable espanol. 247·9207,
3/15
COUPLE-SINGLE WANTED private bath, private
stutly. Greenhouse, garden. SI2S single SIB7.SO
couple. Call evenings 843-6439.
3111
NEED 3rd ROOMMATE to share 3 bedroom house
one block east of UNM. Female preferred. MMY
extras, 266-6686,
3112

CARETAKER ~OR NEW Pe.r~on. My house near
University. flexible hours 20·25 week. Good salary,
good lunch. R~ferences or ~nlightenment. Ned, 265·
7171 evenings.
3/.10
RESPONSIBLE AlTENDANT .. NEEDEI> for
female handicapped student. Dormitory room, board
plus small stipend. Beginning Mter Spring Break.
Conta~t Honora Moore, 2.77·2968, 1·662·7408, 3/22

5. ForSale

7. Travel

WE .BOT DISTRIBUTORS Preseriplion eyeglass
frames, Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold,
rimleos. $54.50 regular $65,00, Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Menual N,E, across from LaBelles,
tfn
1969 J'ORI), EXCELLENT transportation needs
TLC. $3SO, S:30·7:00p,m. 266-4072.
3/9
FOR SALE: 1974 VW Bug, very well maintained,
72,000 miles, Call293·2485, evenings.
3/9
WEDDING GOWN, BRIDAL Originals. Size 10,
$345. 821-3327.
3/9
1964 VW SQVAREBACK $400. 265-1664 after
6:00pm.
3/.10
1964 VW BUG. New lime goJd metaiOake paint iob.
Rcbuil~ engine, good tires. First $~50 takes .it. call
294-6304, ask for Ray.
3/10
HANG GLIDER, Hf:LMET, harness, for beginner
$600 (used), Instruction included. 242-0145 after
Spm.
3/12
GAS RANGE LIKt: new $150.00 298-0244,
3/11
NASIUKI WOMEN'S 10 Speed. 21 inch, Mixte
frame. Ver) good cqndition, $85, 242·027~ evenings,
3/12
ItA LEI I'; If COMPETITION RACING bicycle. 54cm
(21 in.), Reynolds 531 DB frame. Campy hubs.
Excellent lightweight bike. $400, 242-0275 evenings.
3/12
COI,D FEETt WEUiliNG ring set ror sale. Brand
new. Paid$1325.00, sacrifice$950.00. Call292·2082.
3/12
1?78 MAZI>A GLC, Deluxe, Automatic $2599, 873·
0471.
3122
ANl'IQU.; CLOTIUNG COLLECTION, 1900·
1940's, Annual sa1e, Friday and Saturday, March 12
and 13 from II :OOa. m, until6:00 p.m. Cash only, 4.19
DallasN.E.
J/12
IIEI>I.INt: IIMX IIICVCI,E $160.00, ss Works
Replica 5 speed Crusicr $400.00, Oltanc 10 speed, 21
inch frame, 266-14S7,
3/22
'68 llt:NAULT R-10. 35 mpg. Many new par1s in·
eluding stereo. Now $750. WiH reduce SSO per week
umilsold. 294-3059,345-1780.
3122
SCHWINN 10-SI'.EF.n S85.oo: Yamaha 12·strlng
guitarw/hard caseSI2S.OO, 266-5297.
3110

STILL SOME SPACES left! Spring break, raft trip.
Get some sun and have some fun, Dig Bend National
Park, AU food transportation equipment from
Albuq.$275.00 Bob 345-4032 883·1459.
3/12.
DI\NTON, TEXAS IIIDE wanted there and back,
spring break. Bob, 843-6346, 242·7122.
3/9

8. Miscellaneous
WOOL PANTS, SHIRTS· Oenvine military issue:
Still available. Kaufman's. A real Army-Navy store.
504 Yale SE, 256-()()00.
3/9
WOMEN ATIILETES: TRY soccer! City teamswa.nt
players. 265·1470, keep trying,
3/9

9. Las N oticias
GAY/LESBIAN STUJ>f:NT Union, Tue. 2-9 7:30
p.m .. sun 2508.
319
FOit VOUR INt'OitMATION: The Crafts Area
(basement of SUD) has a Black and White darkroom,
Potters Wheel and Jewelry Equipment for your use.
You can also request basic instructions. Full time
Students are automatic members. Part·tlme nnd nonstudents-$5.00 per semester for more information,
319
call277·6544.
ASA GALLERY SIX State Juried Photo Com·
pcthion (NM. CA. AZ, NV, TX. CO). $1000 award.
$10 emry fee. Acccpling work March 8·19. ASA
Gallery. Basement SUB, 277-2667.
3/12
Wlt.l>t:RNt:SS WORKSHOP. MARCil 20th. Help
protect NM's last wildlands, 256·0856.
J/12

6. Employment
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW being taken for
positions at the Girl Scout Summer Camp ln. the
Jcnlez Mountains. Needed are: nurse, riding staff,
counselors, handyman and kitchen aides. Call 243·
9581 for more information.
3/12
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings, Must be
21 years old, Apply in person, no phone calfs please.
Saveway Liquor Stores at S704 Lomas NE, 551.6
Menaul NE.
3/12
WET T·SIIIRT CONTEST. Grand Prite-round·trip
accommodations to las Vegas, Nevada and four 1st
place prizes of $100. All interested women (must be
over 21) should contact Belly at 1·864-2099 or Sherri
at 865-6107 after 6:00pm to reserve your spot. 3/10
LOOKING FOR TIIREE pesons to market
nutritional and skin care produe.ts part time Md
manage others call l<aty 2S5'3378 or Arnold 898·
3279.
3/11

~~~~N~
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3/22

(it:RAUJ, HAPPY HIRTHDA l'l Hope this year's
}Our ben. God Bloss you always. Sweet dream~
s.
sl<ell wdl (wink, wink). love Ya, lady 01.
3/9

$1

$1.00 off any pizza.
One coupon per pizza

~~~~

3. Services
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Guilar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
265-Jj 1s.
trn
T\'PINOIBM s•:LECTRIC2SS·l337.
3/31
TI!PINO • FAST • ACCURATE • Reasonable,
Caml!~ Trnnsctiption, 241·2SB3.
3/26

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

I
I
1

!

I
1
!I __________________________..I
3920 Central SE
262·1662
I

!

WRISTWATCII J'OUNO. MEN'S restroom,
Fronuer Restaurant. Claim in Rm. 131, Matron Hall.

:!112

I1
I

2. Lost& Found
LOST· WHITE Gt:RMAN Shepard on .2·27·82 on
campus. Reward ca11883-80J9.
3/11
CLAIM I!Ol!R I.OST po!lcs;lons at Campus Police
8:00_a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

I '==;::~~~~~~~~~===:=:=:!::!::~!=~~A~~~v·~~A~~v~L~~o~~-~~s~

Daily Lobo Editor
Selection Dates Set
The UNM Student Publications Board is now ~t·ek
ing applicants for 1982-83 Daily toho editor.
• Applications are now available in the Student
Publication Business Office, Manon Hall, Room 131.
• Applications must be returned hy 12 noon. Wednesday, March 31 to the Student Publications
Business Office, Marron Hall. Room 131.
• The UNM Student Publications Board will meet to
interview the candidates noon Saturday, April 3 1
place to be announced.
• The 1982-83 Editor will be selected Friday, April
9, time and place to be announced.
• The new Editor and staff will assume their positiotts Monday, April 19; 1982 with 12. issues of
publication remaining this semester.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 European
mountains
5 Particular
9 Chapeau
12 Tidy
13 Edible
rootstock
14 Guido's high
note
15 Mother-ofpearl
17 Generous
19 Pot
21 Misplace
22 Cook slowly
24 Scale note
25 Sunburn
26 Srnall rug
27 Individual
29 While
31 Bitter vetch
32 French article
33 - Paso
34Strike
35 Letter
36 Defeated
38 Bother
39 Ocean
40 Interjection
41 Concoct
42 Seed covering
44 Expert
46 Irritates
48 Lift
51 Chinese
pagoda
52 Willow
54 Deposits
55 Transgress
56 Trial
57 Snare

DOWN
1 Girl's name
2 Meadow
3 little parcels

4 Scatter
5 Pronoun
6 Higher
7 Great Lake
8 Crowd
9 Wading bird
10 Woe word
11 Story
16 Latin con•
junction
18 Verve
20 Maples, e.g
22 Pintail duck
23 Mountain
lake
25 Narrated
27 Entreaty
28 Prophets
29 Assistant
30 Pack away
34 Cross-country runner
36 Strap
37 Plagues

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

39 Hindu guitar
41 Animal
42 Poker stake
43 Hind part
44 Apportion
45 Editor's abbr.

47 Illuminated
49 As written:
Mus.
50 Sixth sense:
. Abbr.
53 Near

